How to draw your own Perdu!

1. I always begin by drawing Perdu’s head!

2. Now it's time to draw him a body. Don’t worry if he looks a bit strange!

3. Give him two more little legs. One at the top and one at the bottom!

4. Draw him a curved tail to wag!

5. Now for the last and most important part. Give little Perdu a wonderful scarf!
How to add character to your own Perdu!

When telling a story with pictures every little detail you draw is important. The position of his ears or tail can show the reader how Perdu is feeling. They can also be used to add movement to the page. Here are a few examples!

1. This picture of Perdu is taken from a moment in the story when he runs away from a restaurant. He's leaping to safety after making a mess! His ears, which are usually pointing down, are pointing upwards as he jumps and his red scarf is flapping out behind him.

2. In this image poor Perdu is in a corner and feeling very scared. His ears are low on the side of his head and his tail is tucked away. His little scarf is drooping down, too. All these things make the reader feel sorry for him!

3. How do you think Perdu is feeling in this image?

4. Although there are one or two sad moments, Perdu’s story is a very happy one! In this picture, we see his tail wagging and his head is looking up into the smiling face of his new best friend.